Summary prepared by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights in accordance with paragraph 5 of the annex to Human Rights Council resolution 16/21

Tonga

Corrigendum

1. Cover page, text box, line 1

Replace 3 by 4.

2. Paragraph 14

At the end of the paragraph, insert

The Grassroots NGO Movement for the Promotion and Protection of Global Human Rights in the Pacific (OceaniaHR) made the same recommendations. 26

Endnote 26 should read OceaniaHR, p.1.

3. Right to education

After paragraph 39, insert a new paragraph reading

40. OceaniaHR recommended that Tonga host a national human rights education seminar focusing primarily on human rights education for children, leading to the adoption of a national curriculum for human rights as well as national human rights training to educate citizens about the Charter of the United Nations and treaty bodies, especially following the creation of the Human Rights Council and the universal periodic review. It also recommended producing popular human rights education material in indigenous languages. 73

Endnote 73 should read OceaniaHR, p. 2.
4. **Endnote 1**

After the entry for GIEACPC *insert*

**OceaniaHR** Grassroots NGO Movement for the Promotion and Protection of Global Human Rights in the Pacific

________________